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1. Introduction
The proposed Patroon Greenway Trail, if developed, will connect The Pine Bush,
Tivoli and Corning Preserves in Albany, New York. This 6.5 mile corridor
includes a diverse range of land uses including residential, commercial,
institutional and recreational facilities. The corridor’s defining feature is currently
I-90 between I-87 and I-787. The Patroon Creek Trail and the adjacent
preserves can provide a rare opportunity to re-define this corridor as a linear
resource connecting local communities and regional assets.
The first task of this study involved establishing a proposed alignment for the trail
along the Patroon Creek from Rensselaer Lake at Fuller Road to the Hudson
River. Task 2 was the development of a Regional Impact Report, and Task 3
was the development of Planning Level Conceptual Designs. Task 4 , the final
phase identified in the current scope of work, is the Refinement of Cost
Estimates and Funding Opportunities. This document combines mapping and
graphics developed in Task 3 with the cost and funding information developed for
Task 4.
Please note that the information provided in this report is the result of a planning
study, and does not represent final agreement or consent from landowners,
agencies and other organizations regarding the proposed Patroon Greenway
Trail. During this project a Study Advisory Committee, (SAC) was convened by
the Capital District Transportation Committee, (CDTC). Two public information
meetings were held to gather input. As this document states, this is the
beginning of a long-term effort, and additional outreach, partnerships and
agreements will need to be worked out as the project develops.
The map on the following page provides an overview of the proposed greenway
corridor.

Aerial view of the I-90 / Patroon Greenway Corridor.
(J.Olson photo)
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2. Proposed Route Feasibility Summary
The proposed Patroon Greenway Trail route has been evaluated to ensure
connectivity, potential for implementation and cost effectiveness. This task
began with a preliminary route proposed by NYSDOT as a starting point, and
reviewed each segment to identify the recommended route. The initial NYSDOT
alignment followed the I-90 corridor to utilize lands owned by the State. The
proposed route closely follows this alignment between Rensselaer Lake at Fuller
Road and the Anderson Drive crossing under I-90. However, the preliminary
route did not provide good connections into the Arbor Hill community below Tivoli
Preserve and required a challenging cantilever section adjacent to I-90 over the
Niagara Mohawk property in North Albany. As a result, the proposed route was
aligned to cross under I-90 at Anderson Drive, cross the historic double trestle
over the rail yards, and cross through Tivoli Lake to Livingston Academy. From
this point, a “Bicycle Boulevard” concept was developed for the route between
Livingston Academy and the Hudson River. This direct route provides a new
type of urban streetscape within the Arbor Hill neighborhood, and brings the trail
directly into the community and to the Corning Preserve. The map below
identifies the key components of this route selection. The individual segment
maps on the following pages provide additional details for development of the
Patroon Greenway Trail.

Preliminary and Proposed Route follow
same alignment between Fuller Road
and Anderson Drive

Preliminary
NYSDOT Route

Arbor Hill “Bicycle Boulevard”
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Segment 1: Rensselaer Lake and Fuller Road
Traveling from west to east, the Patroon Greenway Trail begins at the
southeastern edge of Rensselaer Lake Park and the Six Mile Waterworks.
From Rensselaer Lake, a small section of new shared-use path should be added
within Rensselaer Lake Park to connect the existing path along the lake with
Fuller Road. From this point, the proposed trail crosses Fuller Road at the
existing signalized intersection for the I-90 ramps. Enhancements to the crossing
would include a refuge island and a pedestrian signal phase. The propsed trail
proceeds east through a ‘pinch point’ between the I-90 ramp and the parking lot
of an adjacent commercial property, and another narrow section between the
railroad and the highway ramp. Adjacent landowners should be consulted to
consider property boundary adjustments in this section to accommodate the trail.
It is important to note that from Rensselaer Lake Park going west, an existing
paved path crosses under the I-87 / I-90 interchange to connect along the south
end of the Albany landfill site to the Albany Pine Bush preserve. West of Rapp
Road, it is possible that a future connection to Schenectady could be established
along the north side of the I-90 right-of-way in the Town of Guilderland. This
future section could connect the Erie Canalway Trail in Schenectady with the
Hudson River Greenway in Albany via the proposed Patroon Greenway Trail.
This would make the Patroon Greenway an integral part of the Capital Region’s
trail system.
The map on the following page shows the proposed alignment of the Patroon
Greenway Trail in this section.

The trail corridor includes nationally significant railroad
history, including the site where the first man-made
machine traveled more than 100 miles per hour.
(J.Thomas photo)
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Segment 2: Campus Connections
Just past the I-90 ramp, the proposed trail crosses the first visible above-grade
section of the Patroon Creek on a small footbridge / culvert. The trail proceeds
along existing dirt and gravel paths that are apparently the result of existing ATV
and unofficial trail use, and then continues along unpaved utility and service
roads parallel to the railroad tracks. The proposed alignment proceeds through a
wooded section between the railroad and I-90, with substantial buffers between
the trail and both facilities. This section provides an opportunity to utilize the
existing dirt surfaces as the base for new trail construction. Separation between
active railroad lines and the trail would be in compliance with the recent USDOT
‘Rails with Trails’ study, which is available on-line at:
http://www.altaplanning.com/focus/rails_lessons.html
As the trail approaches the southbound ramp to Washington Avenue from the
I-90 / State Office Campus loop, the opportunity exists to utilize the shoulder
space on the ramp for a trail connection to the State University and the Harriman
Office Campus. This connection would continue along the ramp to the Outer
Loop Road between the two campuses in the vicinity of the existing New York
State Police training center.
The map on the following page shows the proposed alignment of the Patroon
Greenway Trail in this section.

Connector trails to nearby high-tech jobs, the State University,
neighborhoods and business will be among the many benefits
of the Patroon Greenway Trail. (1-66 Custis Trail, Arlington,
VA, photo: http://spoke.compose.cs.cmu.edu/fwe/trips )
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Segment 3: Central Avenue Area
East of UAlbany, the proposed trail runs between the small residential section
south of the railroad and the Interstate. At Central Avenue, the trail approaches
an at-grade crossing location between the elevated sections of the railroad and I90. This crossing should be upgraded to include a median refuge and flashing
safety beacons activated by trail traffic. Future investments in bicyclist and
pedestrian facilities on Central Avenue would enhance connections between the
trail, commercial destinations, adjacent neighborhoods and CDTA transit
services.
In this section, the Patroon Greenway offers potential amenities and benefits to
the residential neighborhood adjacent to I-90. Sidewalks and streetscape
improvements would enhance safety and quality of life, and improve access to
Central Avenue businesses and transit stops. In addition, there is a parcel of
State owned land along the proposed trail route that could become a park with
playgrounds, trails and picnic areas accessible to local residents.
An informal trailhead exists on the east side of Central Avenue in this section,
and this site would be enhanced with an information kiosk and a bike parking
area. A “Bike and Ride” trailhead could be added to utilize the existing CDTA
‘Bikeable Bus’ service on this route, providing the opportunity for people to travel
by a combination of transit and trail.
The map on the following page shows the proposed alignment of the Patroon
Greenway Trail in this section.

The Central Avenue section provides an opportunity to
connect the CDTA ‘Bikeable Bus’ with the Patroon Greenway
Trail. (J.Olson photo)
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Segment 4: Central Avenue to Everett Road
The segment between Central Avenue and Everett Road includes an existing
service road / trail that runs between an above-grade section of the Patroon
Creek and the railroad tracks. This section is a NIMO-owned property that
includes the Albany County Water / Sewer right-of-way. This is a very attractive
section of trail, with level grades, good visibility, and the reservoir pond just west
of Everett Road. These water features can be developed into a signature
destination along the trail route, with excellent opportunities for environmental
education and interpretation of the Patroon Creek’s past, present and future.
An important destination in this vicinity is the West Albany recreation complex –
access to which will require either a pedestrian bridge over the railroad tracks or
an on-street connection through the neighborhood between the park and Central
Avenue.
The most significant technical challenge in this section is providing access
between the trail and Everett Road. In this section, Everett Road is elevated to
cross over the railroad, creating a more than 20’ difference in grade above the
trail corridor. In addition, Everett Road is not pedestrian or bicyclist friendly, with
a wide cross section, limited sidewalks, no bike lanes and high traffic volumes.
Options for access include a) continuing under the road without trail access, b)
providing a ramp along the north side of the I-90 eastbound ramp, and c)
providing a ‘Dutch staircase’ with pedestrian access and a grooved track for
walking bicycles up the stairs.

The map on the following page shows the proposed alignment of the Patroon
Greenway Trail in this section.

Example of a stairway designed for bicyclists.
(Graphic: Oregon DOT Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan)
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Segment 5: Everett Road to Tivoli Preserve
East of Everett Road the trail will follow the northern edge of I-90 and extend on
a cantilevered section over the railroad to the north side of the tracks. This is the
most technically challenging structural section of the trail. NYSDOT has included
footings in the new bridge piers during the current reconstruction project to allow
for this cantilever in the future. The trail will continue east of the bridge along the
highway embankment, tapering to grade behind a series of industrial properties.
At Anderson Drive, the trail will utilize the 1.5 meter shoulders provided by
NYSDOT in the new culvert under I-90. After the culvert, the trail will continue
north of the railroad yards along a former section of railroad track to the double
trestles over the tracks. The trestles will require a structural evaluation, new
decks and railings. The trail would then ramp down to grade on the south side of
the tracks behind the Freihoffer’s Bakery. The bakery and trestles would create
another significant focal point along the trail.

The map on the following page shows the proposed alignment of the Patroon
Greenway Trail in this section.

The new culvert built by NYSDOT under I-90 at Anderson Drive provides paved shoulders
that could be used by pedestrians and bicyclists. (Graphic: NYSDOT)
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Segment 6: Tivoli Preserve
At Tivoli Preserve, the trail joins the existing preserve trail system. This is a rare
opportunity for an experience of nature in an urban setting. The trail can amplify
existing programs run by the W. Hayward Burns Environmental Center, the
Sierra Club and other partners. This section of trail is relatively straightforward,
with substantial separation from the railroad and access to Tivoli Lake. Care
should be taken to differentiate between higher speed ‘through’ travel on the
Patroon Greenway Trail and slower speed footpaths within the preserve. At the
east end of the Preserve, the trail follows the existing path up to the north end of
the Philip Livingston Magnet Academy property. The trail would then cross along
the perimeter of the lawn in front of the school to the existing signalized
intersection at Northern Boulevard.
The map on the following page shows the proposed alignment of the Patroon
Greenway Trail in this section.

The Patroon Creek and the existing railroad service road
between the trestles and Tivoli Preserve. (J.Thomas photo)
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Segment 7: Arbor Hill Bicycle Boulevard
From the Livingston Academy to the Hudson River, the trail is proposed to follow
a new “Bicycle Boulevard” developed on existing city streets. This alternative is
preferred to other options along the railroad or I-90 corridors due to cost, access
and safety concerns.
The railroad corridor is in a deep cut with little opportunity for egress and
separation between a potential trail and the tracks. This section of track is part of
the proposed New York State High Speed Rail Corridor, and is also a major
freight corridor. While rail-with-trail projects are possible and the railroad’s gentle
grade is well-suited for bicycle traffic, the availability of other alternatives with
better access to local neighborhoods make the railroad Right-of-Way a low
priority alternative in the near term.
The I-90 corridor goes far north of the city’s residential neighborhoods and would
require a costly, cantilevered section on the steep embankment above the
Niagara Mohawk property in North Albany. This option was outlined in the initial
NYSDOT proposal for the trail, but primarily as an attempt to show that the whole
project could be accomplished on State-owned property. However, due to
potential cost of the cantilevered section, the lack of access to neighborhoods
and services, and the increased trail distance along this route, the I-90 Corridor is
also not a preferred option in the near term.
The Bicycle Boulevard alternative would use the existing width of Northern
Boulevard through Arbor Hill to create a new urban street section with built-in
bicycle lanes, pedestrian walkways and a canopy of trees and landscaping.
Traffic calming and safety improvements would be provided at intersections,
encouraging additional walking and bicycling in the neighborhood and creating
improved access to the Arbor Hill School and parks
The map on the following page shows the proposed alignment of the Patroon
Greenway Trail in this section.

This mobile bicycle repair shop is an example
of local intiative at work along the Capital
Region’s existing trails. (J.Thomas photo)
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Segment 8: North Albany to Hudson River
At North Pearl Street, the trail would cross behind the proposed new Asian
Market site, follow the south side of the railroad tracks, and then cross under the
tracks via a new ramp and staircase at the retaining wall above the west end of
Colonie Street. The key to maintaining the most direct and safe route in this
section is coordinating the trail with the proposed Asian Market site plan, and
developing an appropriate design for the change in elevation between North
Pearl Street and North Broadway and the railroad retaining wall which forms the
west end of Colonie Street.
From this point, the route would continue along Colonie Street to a proposed atgrade crossing of the freight railroad tracks. The street in this section is an urban
remnant with only local access car traffic. There is significant potential for
redevelopment along the street, and the trail could provide an important focus for
this effort. Careful coordination will be required to work with the railroad in this
section, since the tracks currently prohibit access between Colonie Street and
the Corning Preserve at this location. The final segment of the trail would then
cross into the Corning Preserve at the existing signalized crossing for the boat
ramp and parking area below I-90. A new junction with a kiosk would mark the
intersection of the Patroon Greenway Trail with the Mohawk- Hudson Bike-Hike
Trail.
A more complex option in this section is to develop an elevated trail facility from
the existing Livingston Avenue railroad bridge over the freight tracks to connect
with the proposed Bicycle Boulevard at North Broadway. This would be a more
costly and technically challenging alternative than the proposed at-grade
crossing on Colonie Street. However, there have been proposals to use the
walkway on the south side of the Livingston Avenue bridge as part of a loop trail
connecting the cities of Albany and Rensselaer. If this trail system does develop,
extending the elevated trail to North Broadway would be worth considering in the
future.
The map on the following page shows the proposed alignment of the Patroon
Greenway Trail in this section.

Opportunities exist for trail-related businesses,
especially in Arbor Hill and in North Albany
near the Hudson River and Corning Preserve.
(J.Olson photo)
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3. Planning Level Costs
In the past decade, more than a billion dollars in bicycle, pedestrian and trail
projects have been developed in the United States. Federal ISTEA and TEA-21
legislation has provided the majority of this funding, with local and state matching
funds providing a significant share. Data from national and regional sources can
be used to identify planning level costs based on typical sections and unit costs
for key features and amenities. A variety of websites display bike/ped project
costs from Florida, Iowa, Oregon, North Carolina and other states. While New
York State does not currently provide this type of resource, a review of available
national data provides sufficient information to develop planning level costs for
the proposed Patroon Greenway Trail.
The Ohio Department of Transportation provides a website section called “How
much do bicycle and pedestrian facilities cost?” This section is prefaced with a
useful introduction that says,
”The answer depends a lot on whether the project involves purchasing additional right of
way, major drainage and ditch work, and other important factors. The Oregon state
bicycle and pedestrian plan, for example, notes that "Bike lane striping can cost as little
as $2,000 per mile, but reconstructing a roadway requiring right-of-way and drainage
improvements can cost as much as $2 million per mile."

This statement serves as a reminder that, while it may seem that a trail project
which costs more than a million dollars is “expensive,” the reality is that other
transportation projects that cost millions (or billions) of dollars are common. A
goal for developing infrastructure for non-motorized transportation is to create
projects that have a significant cost-benefit relationship relative to the funding
invested in other highway and transit projects. The Ohio DOT site goes on to
provide benchmark project costs for trails as follows:
Ohio DOT Trail Construction Unit Cost Data – (Updated July 15, 2002)
Projects built between 1998 and 2002 have these average construction costs per mile*
Shared use paths
Rail-trail
Paved Shoulders

$519,895
$157,721
$258,166 (added on to existing roadway)
$132,682 (as part of roadway reconstruction)

* Costs are calculated by dividing the construction cost by the distance. Costs do not
differentiate between simple and complex projects; complex projects include items such
as bridges, tunnels, retaining walls and other topographical difficulties.

Source: “Funding for Bicycle Facilities” Ohio Department of Transportation
http://www.dot.state.oh.us/bike/New%20Downloads/FAQ's%20-%20Funding%20.doc
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Recent data provided by the New York State Canal Corporation indicates costs
in the range of $ 175,000 per mile for construction along the Erie Canalway Trail.
This cost is for the trail surface only, exclusive of bridges, retaining structures,
trailhead facilities, etc.. Data collected by the New York Bicycling Coalition
identified the following 2001 NYSDOT, Vermont and Florida bicycle / pedestrian /
trail project costs:
Construction Costs - NYSDOT 2001
SURFACE MATERIAL
Soil Cement
Granular Stone
Asphalt
Concrete
B oardwalk
Resin Stabilized
Native Soil
Wood Chips

COST PER MILE
$60,000 - $100,000
$80,000 - $120,000
$200,000 - $300,000
$300,000 - $500,000
$1,500,000 - $2,000,000
Cost varies depending on type of application
$50,000 - $70,000
$65,000 - $85,000

LONGEVITY
5-7 years
7-10 years
7-15 years
20+ years
7-15 years
7-15 years
Depends on local use and conditions
1-3 years

Virginia Department of Transportation (2000)
Construction Costs
CONSTRUCTION TYPE
Bike Path (10 foot wide)
Bike Lanes (4 foot each side
w/curb and gutter)
Bike Lane Stripe, four inch line
Wide Curb Lane (2 feet each
side)
Paved Shoulders (4 feet each
side)
Bike Locker (for 2 bikes)
Bike Rack (10-12 bikes)

COST
$92,000 per mile
$270,300 per mile
$.60 per linear foot
$48,600
$69,200
$670 - $930
$325 - $730

Florida Department of Transportation (1999)
Construction Costs
CONSTRUCTION TYPE
Bike path (12 foot wide, railroad
conversion)
Bike lanes (5 foot each side,
pavement extension)
Paved Shoulders (5 foot each
side, rural)
Bike Lockers
Sidewalks (both sides, 5 feet in
width)
Sidewalks (both sides, 6 feet in
width)
Walk/Don't Walk Signal System
(four corners)

COST
$128,000 per mile
$189,000 per mile
$102,000 per mile
$1,000
$46,000 per mile
$54,000 per mile
$3,700

This data is consistent with other national sources, which identify typical costs for
an urban, multi-use, paved surface trail designed to meet AASHTO Guidelines.
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For the Patroon Greenway Trail, a range of cost factors can be defined using the
available data and the proposed route alignment as follows:
Land Acquisition / Easements
A significant portion of the proposed trail route is on land owned by the Niagara
Mohawk / National Grid power company, with existing subsurface easements
managed by the Albany County Water / Sewer Authority. The proposed route is
based on preliminary interpretations that the use of these rights-of-way could
accommodate trail use and potentially enhance maintenance access for the
utilities. Negotiations will be required to ensure that all parties agree to this
concept, and that an agreement can be arrived at without requiring additional
land purchase costs. The remaining lands along the proposed route are
properties owned by NYDOT, the disused Conrail / NY Central railroad tracks
from Anderson Drive across the twin trestles to Tivoli Preserve, the Livingston
Academy property and local streets. There are also a few locations (such as the
‘pinch points’ east of Fuller road between the I-90 ramp and adjacent industrial
properties and near the Asian Market site in North Albany) where minor right-ofway adjustments may be required after more detailed designs are developed.
Right of Way Cost Factor: Low
Engineering / Construction
At a planning level, a number of key technical issues will need to be resolved
through more detailed design and engineering. These include the cantilever
section between Everett Road and Anderson Drive, structural evaluation of the
historic twin trestles west of Tivoli Preserve, several retaining wall and culvert
sections, and design of the “bicycle boulevard” through Arbor Hill. These
challenging sections are offset along the corridor by long stretches, (such as
between Central Avenue and Everett Road) where the existing gravel service
roads will require minimal upgrades to establish the trail. There are no major
new bridges required in the corridor and most of the at-grade crossings can use
conventional details, with the exception of the proposed freight railroad crossing
between the Corning Preserve and North Pearl Street.
Engineering Cost Factor: Medium - High
Amenities / Access Points
The Patroon Greenway Trail will require significant investments in access trails to
destinations north and south of the I-90 corridor. These improvements will
expand the trail’s potential for both utilitarian and recreational use. In addition,
there are a series of amenities and interpretive features that will provide interest
and destinations along the route. These are identified in the detailed map
sections, and include the historic trestles, a proposed water feature, small parks /
playgrounds, and enhancements to the Tivoli and Pine Bush preserves.
Amenities Cost Factor: High
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Probable Cost Range
The initial NYSDOT proposal for Patroon Greenway anticipated greater use of
the NYSDOT R.O.W., especially between Tivoli Park and the Hudson River. The
initial DOT estimate for the project was for between $ 4.9 and $ 7.6 million. Note
that this included a longer trail length and additional cantilevered sections in
order to maintain the route within the DOT right-of-way.
Based on the land acquisition, engineering and amenities ranges identified in the
prior section, and using the data available for similar project costs, it is possible
to apply probable cost factors to the proposed 6.5 mile length of the Patroon
Greenway Trail. These factors are based on the amount of the proposed route
that will utilize the existing service road base, the potential complexity of the
engineered segments, and the identified amenities. Specific segments that will
require higher-than average per-mile costs include the cantilever section over the
rail lines west of Everett Road, the restoration of the two trestles west of Tivoli
Preserve, and the ramp and grade crossing on Colonie Street. Taking these
factors and the available data into account, the following cost range can be
established for the project:

Patroon Greenway Trail – Probable Costs
Cost Range

Trail Length

Cost / Mile

Cost

Low

6.5 miles

$ 400k

$ 2.600m

Medium

6.5 miles

$ 500k

$ 3.250m

High

6.5 miles

$ 600k

$ 3.900m

Note that these amounts do not include the proposed connector trails to
destinations north and south of the corridor. These facilities would add an
additional 1.5 miles of trails. Based on the above cost value range, this would
amount to an additional $ 600,000 to $ 900,000. Also, the Bicycle Boulevard
section through Arbor Hill could include alternatives for improvements to the
urban street system along with improvements to the trail system. Alternatives
would range from a simple re-striping of the current roadway to a complete street
reconstruction project. This section is approximately 1.25 miles long. Specific
designs for changes to curbs and drainage and intersection treatments will
impact the costs for this section.
While these numbers provide planning level costs, more detailed estimates will
be developed during future project design phases. To facilitate this process, the
spreadsheet on the following page was developed using existing G.I.S. project
data. It can serve as a baseline for cost estimating during design development.
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4. Project Implementation
Implementing the Patroon Greenway Trail will require a public-private partnership
between state agencies, local government, non-profit organizations, the business
community and individuals. Please note that the concepts presented in this
document are the beginning of the process, and that detailed discussions, public
involvement and agreements by landowners, managing agencies and
organizations are required to move the project forward. Essential to this process
is identification of a ‘champion’ who will have the vision, persistence and
leadership skills to make the project happen over the long term. This champion
can be an individual or an organization. In many successful projects, a ‘friends of
the trail’ group is formed to share this responsibility, with an individual serving as
the group’s leader. This model is developing in a variety of projects along the
New York State Canalway Trail System.
Sponsorship / Ownership
The initial leadership for the Patroon Greenway came through cooperation with
the W. Hayward Burns Environmental Center, the City of Albany, NYSDEC, and
OPRHP. This effort was motivated by environmental remediation efforts in the
corridor. The Patroon Greenway Trail Project was given momentum by
NYSDOT, which did an initial review as part of the preliminary planning for
ongoing I-90 reconstruction. The current planning study is funded through CDTC
with a task force representing a variety of state, regional and local partners.
Following this study, it is recommended that a “Friends of Patroon Greenway”
organization be established. This group can include current task force members
and other leadership who can raise funds, provide technical skills and ensure
access to key partners and resources.
Ownership and maintenance responsibility for the trail once it is built can follow a
number of models. Currently, other multi-use trails in the Capital Region are
usually maintained by local communities and built with locally matched State and
Federal funding. This has been the case for the Mohawk-Hudson Bike-Hike
Trail, which was built on land owned by NYSDOT, OPRHP and local jurisdictions
with Land and Water Conservation Funds in the late 1970s, and enhanced with
local efforts and NYSDOT funding as part of the construction of I-787. Since
Albany County / NIMO right-of-way makes up a majority of the proposed route,
and the City of Albany manages the existing Corning, Tivoli, and Pine Bush
preserves, an interagency partnership agreement could be developed for County
ownership and City maintenance of the trail project. This would be facilitated by
funding support by NYSDOT for capital improvements to the trail using state and
federal aid, as well as use of the I-90 right-of-way. Again, this is only a
recommended concept pending detailed discussions with the appropriate
agencies and organizations. To facilitate this process, a parcel ownership map
for the proposed trail corridor is provided on the following page.
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Maintenance and Operations
There is a range of maintenance and management systems available for the
Patroon Greenway Trail. There have been discussions about establishing a
State Park along the Patroon Creek. Community volunteer programs can help
with labor-intensive projects, including litter removal, tree planting, trail patrols
and ‘adopt a trail’ projects. However, there is still a need to have a core
responsibility for the facility. Potentially this role could be filled by either the City
or the County, in cooperation with the adjacent neighborhoods and destinations.
For example, the Philip Livingston Magnet Academy could adopt the
maintenance of the trail near the school, the employees of Corporate Woods
could adopt maintenance of their connector trail, and the Burns Environmental
Center could be responsible for educational outreach along the corridor. A local
‘trail patrol’ could enhance public safety and security along the corridor. The local
Arts Council could get involved by providing benches and bike racks designed by
local artists. These kinds of partnerships would expand the potential for
developing and funding the trail beyond the limited resources of local
government.
Issues and Opportunities
The key issue for implementing the trail will be assembling the resources for
facility construction. With the majority of the I-90 reconstruction already in
progress, the opportunity for integrating the trail within freeway construction is
limited. Since the TEA-21 federal transportation reauthorization process is
currently unresolved, it is possible that an opportunity will present itself once the
new federal aid program is approved. In the meantime, the next year will
provide a good time for the community to organize around the trail vision. The
current study has initiated a public outreach effort, but this should only be seen
as the start of that process. The formation of a friends organization and steering
committee is essential, and one of its first tasks will be to present this concept to
leadership at the state and local levels. Once a base of support is built, that core
can be expanded to begin implementation. In the short term, some ‘early wins’
will be needed – for example, officially ‘opening’ the existing service road trail at
the Central Avenue trailhead, or conducting a walk along the corridor with the
local media.

As part of the current I-90 reconstruction, a
new ramp lane is being added between I-787
south and I-90 west near the Corning
Preserve. The estimated cost of this
earthwork and the new bridge section is
more than $1.5 million dollars. The new
section is approximately 1,800 feet long.
(J.Thomas photo)
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5. Potential Funding Sources
Each greenway and trail project has unique opportunities to raise funds for its
construction, operation and maintenance. In some cases, a single source of
funds provides for the development of the entire project. On the other hand, it is
often necessary to capitalize on a wide variety of public, foundation and private
fundraising sources to build a trail. It is important to recognize that there are
sources of funding that provide capital funding, and others that provide
organizational and program funding. Some sources will require matching funds,
while others will provide 100% funding.
The most commonly used trail funding source for the past decade has been the
Transportation Enhancements program, which was a required set-aside of
funding from the federal ISTEA and TEA-21 legislation. At this time, this
legislation is pending reauthorization, so it is not known if this funding source will
be renewed and how much funding will be made available. However, the
success of this program to date and the public support it enjoys are indications
that there will be Transportation Enhancements funds in the near future. Another
factor is that the Patroon Greenway Trail is located within an interstate highway
corridor, so sections of the project may be eligible for a wide variety of State and
Federal transportation funding resources. Also, it is possible that a new Safe
Routes to Schools program will be created at the state and federal level, and the
trail could clearly benefit from this source of funding.
In the Capital Region, the CDTC develops the Transportation Improvement
Program (TIP) for federal aid transportation projects. The TIP is developed
through a public process, and the Patroon Greenway would need to be included
on the TIP in order to receive federal transportation funding. In addition, CDTC
prepares an annual work program for studies to be developed. Both documents
are developed as part of an open public process involving the region and its
elected officials. The CTDC work program and TIP can be viewed on-line at:
2004-05 Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP)
2003-08 Transportation Improvement Program (TIP)
CDTC’s funding programs include a regional “Spot Maintenance” program for
low-cost bike/ped improvements, as well as funding for Community and
Transportation Linkage studies, including the Patroon Greenway project. In
addition, there are a wide variety of other state, federal and local funds available
for bicycle/pedestrian and trail projects. The chart on the following pages is a
modified version of a document produced by the New York Bicycling Coalition
and available at www.nybc.net. This provides a cross section of potential
resources, along with information and links to the application process.
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Potential Funding Sources for Bicycle
and Pedestrian- Related Projects
Funding
Source
TEA-21
• Transportation
Enhancements
Program

Stipulations
• Project must
relate to surface
transportation
and meet one of
the 12 eligible
activities)

Contact Information
•
•
•
•

TEA-21
• Congestion
Mitigation and Air
Quality
Improvement
(CMAQ) Program

TEA- 21
• Hazard
Elimination
Program

Governor’s
Traffic Safety
Committee

• Projects and
Programs to meet
the requirements
of the Clean Air
Act [NYS DOT
1997;33]

• Funds activities
to resolve safety
problems at
hazardous which
may constitute a
danger to
motorists,
pedestrians, and
bicyclists
• Funds for Local
traffic safety
projects

•
•
•

•
•

http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/te/index.htm
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/te/teas.htm (12 activity
requirements)
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/te/relate.htm (Surface
transportation requirements)
http://www.enhancements.org/profile.asp (NYS Program)
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/cmaqpgs/
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/cmaq/cmaqbroc.pdf
(Brochure)
http://ntl.bts.gov/data/energy-env/air/00489.html (Guide for
program)
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/tea21/factsheets/isfty.htm
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/tea21/index.htm

•

http://www.nhtsa.dot.gov/people/outreach/safedige/Fall1998/n5111.html

•

http://www.dot.state.ny.us/chips/index.html
http://www.dot.state.ny.us/chips/guide.pdf (Guidelines)
http://www.osc.state.ny.us/localgov/muni/releases/marchise.htm

• Section 402

Consolidated
Local Street
and Highway
Improvement
Program
(CHIPS)

• Local highway
and bridge capital
improvements
• Assists
localities in
matching federal
funds for projects

•
•
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Environmental
Protection
Fund (EPF)
• Title 7
• Title 9

Land and
Water
Conservation
Fund/
Municipal
Parks
Matching
Grant Program
Hudson River
Valley
Greenway

NYS Canal
Corporation

Empire State
Development
Corporation
(Metropolitan
Economic
Revitalization
Funds MERF)

• Allocates funds
to DEC and
OPRHP for land
purchases
• Funds to local
government and
not-for-profit
organizations to
purchase,
develop, and
preserve park
lands and historic
resources
• Allocates funds
for walking and
biking projects,
and those
protecting open
spaces

• Allocates funds
for planning and
project
implementation
for those located
within the
geographic area
of the Greenway,
including efforts
that support trails
and bicycling
• Offer funds to
communities
along the canal
system to
facilitate the
construction of
local trails and
other amenities
• Encourages
private
investment to
create new
development

•

http://www.dec.state.ny.us/website/opensp/opepfl4.html

•

http://www.nysparks.com/grants/
http://nysparks.state.ny.us/grants/info.html
http://nysparks.state.ny.us/grants/ProgramInfoLWCF.htm
http://www.nysparks.state.ny.us/grants/ProgramInfoPKS.htm

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

http://www.hudsongreenway.state.ny.us/funding/funding.htm
http://www.hudsongreenway.state.ny.us/funding/commgrant.pdf
http://www.hudsongreenway.state.ny.us/funding/compgrant.pdf

http://www.canals.state.ny.us/busdevel/index.html
http://www.canals.state.ny.us/busdevel/doingbus.html
http://www.canals.state.ny.us/busdevel/doingbus.html#dobusine
ss

http://www.nylovesbiz.com/default.asp
http://publications.budget.state.ny.us/fy0405app1/esdc.pdf
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Empire State
Development:
Economic
Development
Fund
Division of
Housing and
Community
Renewal
(Community
Development)
NYS
Department of
Health,
Healthy
Neighborhoods
Program

NYS
Department of
Health,
Healthy Heart
Program
Rivers, Trails
and
Conservation
Assistance
Program
(RTCA

• Funding to
large and small
businesses for
economic
development

•

• Provides funds
to develop
housing, for
housing
preservation, and
development
activities within
communities

•

• Provide funds
to promote
environmentally
healthy, safe
neighborhoods
(NYC, Clinton,
Erie, Niagara,
Cayuga,
Onondaga,
Rockland,
Westchester pilot
projects)

• Funds
programs that
make it easier for
New Yorkers to
choose healthy
lifestyles

• National Park
Service program
provides
resources to local
projects

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

http://www.awib.org/content_frames/articles/empire.html
http://publications.budget.state.ny.us/fy0405app1/esdc.pdf

http://www.dhcr.state.ny.us/ocd/pubs/pdf/cpm03.pdf
http://www.dhcr.state.ny.us/ocd/ocd.htm
http://www.dhcr.state.ny.us/ocd/progs/ocdprogs.htm
http://www.dhcr.state.ny.us/ocd/nofas/ocdnofas.htm

http://www.co.clinton.ny.us/departments/health/PR020715.htm
(Clinton County)
http://www.ongov.net/Health/environmental.html#neighborhood
(Onondaga County)
http://www.co.westchester.ny.us/health/Healthy%20Neighborho
od.htm (Westchester County)
http://www.erie.gov/health/offices/eh_healthy_homes.asp (Erie
County)
http://www.co.cayuga.ny.us/healthdept/directory.html (Cayuga
County)

•

http://www.health.state.ny.us/nysdoh/heart/healthy/healthy.htm
http://www.health.state.ny.us/nysdoh/heart/heart_disease.htm

♦

http://www.nps.gov/rtca/

•
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5. Conclusion / Next Steps
Developing a major project like the Patroon Greenway Trail requires extensive
cooperation, leadership and vision. This planning study identifies the potential
for developing the trail along the I-90 corridor between the Hudson River and the
Pine Bush Preserve. This project is possible, and there are similar successful
projects that have been created in the U.S. and here in New York State. To
advance the project, a series of key next steps can be outlined as follows:
1. Identify project leadership: A project champion needs to take the critical
step of becoming the ‘owner’ of the project
2. Project Advisory Group: An ongoing interagency, public-private forum can
be established to develop the working relationships and partnerships
critical to the success of the project.
3. Establish ‘Friends of the Trail’ organization: An existing non-profit could
host this entity, or a new organization can form to advocate on behalf of
the trail.
4. Meetings with landowners: One-on-one meetings should be held with
NIMO, CSX, Albany County, the City of Albany, NYSDOT and adjacent
landowners to confirm their support for the proposed trail.
5. Identify “early wins”: Find some short-term successes that can be
achieved in less than a year – a trail cleanup event, a new kiosk with a
map of the proposed route, a website for the project.
6. Expand public outreach: Work with local community organizations,
schools and local media to get the word out about the project and expand
involvement in its ongoing development.
7. Develop cooperative agreements: Negotiate access rights and
maintenance responsibilities for the proposed trail, so that these elements
are part of the trail development process.
8. Initiate Project Funding: Utilize all available public, private and non-profit
resources, and leverage multiple funding opportunities to advance the
project.
9. Design Development: Develop detailed phases of the trail plan to
advance the project to construction.
10. Environmental (SEQRA) Review: Ensure that the project meets all
required environmental permit and review requirements, including cultural,
historic and natural resources.
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11. Construction & Operation: As the project is built, integrate community
activities into ongoing operation of the trail, so that it becomes a part of
every neighborhood it passes through, and so that residents, visitors and
agencies care for the trail long into the future.
These steps will not necessarily happen in a linear fashion. It is not uncommon
for opportunities to present themselves, such as the availability of a new funding
program or a local leader becoming a champion for the project. Note that it is
also possible that some of the elements of the trail could be provided as
integrated elements of larger projects, such as through ongoing roadway or rail
infrastructure projects, or as part of an environmental remediation effort.
It is important to keep in mind that this planning study is only the first of many
steps towards creating the Patroon Greenway Trail. This study has established a
vision of how the project could enhance the lives of the Capital Region’s
residents and visitors. It is now possible to see the full potential for the trail.
Connecting the Corning, Pine Bush and Tivoli Preserves can become a reality.
It may take time, resources and a lot of hard work, but future generations will
benefit from their ability to walk and bike from the Hudson River to Rensselaer
Lake along the Patroon Greenway Trail.

For Additional Information, Please Contact:

Capital District Transportation Committee
One Park Place
Albany NY 12205-1606
(518) 458-2161
www.cdtcmpo.org
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